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Abstract—Most of opinion mining works need lexical 

resources for opinion which recognize the polarity of words 

(positive/ negative) regardless their contexts which called prior 

polarity. The word prior polarity may be changed when it is 

considered in its contexts, for example, positive words may be 

used in phrases expressing negative sentiments, or vice versa. In 

this paper, we aim at generating sentiment Arabic lexical 

semantic database having the word prior coupled with its 

contextual polarities and the related phrases. To do that, we 

study first the prior polarity effects of each word using our 

Sentiment Arabic Lexical Semantic Database on the sentence-

level subjectivity and Support Vector Machine classifier. We 

then use the seminal English two-step contextual polarity phrase-

level recognition approach to enhance word polarities within its 

contexts. Our results achieve significant improvement over 

baselines. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Opinion mining is the task to distinguish between 
subjective and objective sentiments in the text. Most work of 
opinion mining has been extensively explored at document-
level while there has been few researches investigating feature 
design at the sentence-level. Any sentence may have positive, 
negative and neutral opinions, for example, [ ظللت  أعمل بجد و "

ه"كانت سیئ  النتائج أجتھاد طیلة األشھر الماضیة لكن ] ["I have been 
working hard and over the past few months but the results were 
bad" ] and it is difficult to accurately mark subjective phrase 
boundaries such that the  polarity classification may differ 
substantially from the sentence-level and the document-level in 
that resulting bag-of-words feature vectors tend to be very 
sparse resulting in lower classification accuracy [1].  

General approach of opinion mining is to start with 
database having positive and negative word with their prior 
polarities, i.e. the initial word polarities regardless their 
contexts. For example, [ "رائع","سعادة","جید" ] ["good", 
"happiness"," wonderful"] have positive prior polarities and 
[" حزن","بغیض,""سئ "] ["bad","hateful","sadness"] have negative 
prior polarities. 

However, contextual polarity of the phrase in which a word 
appears may be different from the word's prior polarity. As In 
the following example:-  

االعضاء في  55لم یوافق سفراء منظمة األمن و التعاون من الدول ال "[
على ھا المنظمة على إرسال مراقبین إضافیین بعد أن رفعت روسیا اعتراضات

من الضروري ان تتقید الدول  هوجود معززین وقال السفیر ستودمان ان
في الحرب بالتزاماتھا الدولیة بالحفاظ على حقوق اإلنسان و الحریات األساسیة 

 ]"ضد االرھاب.

["Ambassadors of the Organization for Security and 
Cooperation of the 55 member states of the organization did 
not agree to send additional observers after Russia lifted its 
objections to the presence of reinforcing Stoudmann. The 
ambassador said that it is necessary to comply with 
International obligations of states to preserve human rights and 
fundamental freedoms in the war against terrorism".] 

 ","حقوق "," بالحفاظ","المنظمة "," التعاون","األمن ","منظمة ","یوافق[ "

 ]ت"الحریا
["agree", "organization", "security", "cooperation", 

"organization", "maintain", "rights", "freedom"]  

The above words have positive prior polarities, but they are 
not all being used to express positive sentiments. For example, 
 ["not"] [" لم"] is preceded by a negative tool ["agree"] ["یوافق"]
so it has a negative contextual polarity. Also, the words [" 
 ,"organization", "security"] ["المنظمة"," التعاون","األمن ","منظمة
"cooperation", "organization"] have neutral contextual 
polarities because they are organization names. But the words 
 ,"preservation", "rights"] ["الحریات ","حقوق "," بالحفاظ"]
"freedom"] have similar prior and contextual polarities. Also 
these words [ تتقید "," اعتراضتھا "," الحرب "," االرھاب"  "] 
["terrorism", "war", "objection", "comply"] have negative prior 
polarities but they are not all being used to express negative 
sentiments. For example, the expression ["  االرھابالحرب ضد "] 
["war against terrorism "] gives positive sentiment and the rest 
of words have similar prior and contextual polarities.  

There are many things should be taken into consideration in 
the phrase-level contextual recognition. Negation may reverse 
the prior polarity of the term. It may precede the term directly 
 or it may involve long distance ["not good"] ["لیس جیدا"]
dependency such as [" الحضارة الغربیة ال تستطیع تكوین نظام أكثر
 Western civilization can't configure a global system"] ["سعاده
happier"]. Intensifiers influence the force of the term 
[..." جدا","بعمق","بالغة","قلیل","كثیر "] ["a lot", "a little", "very", 
"deeply", "too" ...] . Shifter words precede or follow the polar 
term and influence its polarity, for example, ["فاز ظلما"] ["Won 
unfairly"], ["تمنع العقوبة"] ["prevent punishment"].   Connectors 
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also may influence the contextual polarity; there are some 
connectors give similar polarities for all connected words ["  ","و
 and some connectors express different ["and", "or"] ["أو
polarities [ النقیض"," لكن", "بالرغم من"... ى"على العكس", "عل ] ["On 
the contrary", "contrast", "but", "in spite of" ...]. 

We used SentiRDI [2] which is a large set of subjective 
clues coupled with their prior polarities; subjective clues are 
words with polar (positive/negative) prior polarities. We 
considered each phrase having one of these clues to classify its 
contextual polarity. To classify the contextual polarities, we 
used the seminal English work approach [3] that first 
determines if the phrases are polar or neutral and then it takes 
the polar phrases for additional classification to determine the 
polarity for each polar phrase. In our research, all annotations 
and classification results were manually revised and assessed. 
For the classification assessment, we used F-measure (F), 
Precision (P), and Recall (R). 

This paper is organized as follow: Section II describes in 
brief some main contextual polarity related works. Section III 
gives the overview of prior polarity subjectivity Arabic 
database (SentiRDI). Section IV describes the corpus that is 
used in sentence subjectivity classifier and contextual polarity. 
Section V describes the sentence subjectivity classification 
using Support Vector Machine (SVM) .Section VI explains the 
contextual polarity influencers and proposed features that are 
used in the two-step phrase-level classification approach [3]. 
Section VII shows the experimental results of contextual 
polarity. Section VIII shows the analysis of the experimental 
results. Finally, Section IX draws our conclusions and future 
work. 

II. CONTEXTUAL POLARITY RELATED WORK 

Nowadays, many researches have been contributing to the 
contextual polarity recognition task at various textual levels 
such as [1, 3, 4, 5]. They mainly classified expressions related 
to some subjective clues. Also, they often used manual 
developed lexicons to help in classifying polarities. Per to our 
knowledge, there is no robust and tested phrase-level 
contextual polarity study in Arabic. 

III. PRIOR POLARITY SUBJECTIVITY DATABASE  

Our approach uses an Arabic lexical Resource for opinion 
mining (SentiRDI) [2] which has the subjectivity and the 
orientation of more than 18,400 semantic fields covering over 
150,000 words in Arabic. Subjective semantic fields in the 
database are the subjective clues [1, 3] which are words used to 
express private states [6] mainly an opinion, emotion, 
evaluation, stance, speculation etc.  

IV. RESEARCH CORPUS  

We translated MPQA opinion corpus
1
 in Arabic which 

consists of 535 English-language news articles from a variety 
of sources, manually annotated  [7] for subjectivity analysis. 
The corpus consists of 9700 sentences, 55% of them are 
labeled as subjective, while the rest are objective. We consider 
only 3578 sentences with 18,678 subjective phrases. Subjective 
phrase is the expression which contains subjective clue (term 

                                                           
1
 http://mpqa.cs.pitt.edu/  

that has subjective prior polarity).  The translated annotations 
were manually revised and corrected by all authors.  

V. SUBJECTIVITY CLASSIFICATION  

Simple text preprocessing was executed in order to remove 
special characters and non-Arabic characters in corpus. More 
advanced text preprocessing was executed in order to prepare it 
for SVM algorithm input such as extracting named entities 
using [8], assigning Part Of Speech tags (POS) using the 
Research and Development International (RDI)

2
 and assigning 

the prior polarity of each word by using SentiRDI. The features 
that were extracted from the sentence are:-  

   The word Part of Speech (POS): RDI-ArabMorphoPOS 
tagger was used [9].  

We used our prior polarity semantic database (SentiRDI) to 
determine the polarity of each word to acquire the following 
four features: Number of positive noun; Number of positive 

verb; Number of negative noun; Number of negative verb.  

     Average Polarity of sentence = 
𝟏

𝐧
∑ 𝐏𝐰𝐢

𝐧
𝐢=𝟏                     (1)    

Where n is number of words in sentence, Pwi polarity of 
word i in sentence that is specified before from prior polarity 
database (SentiRDI) such that  

𝑝𝑤𝑖 = {

−1 𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 
0 𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
1  𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒

                        (2) 

Average Term Frequency: Inverse Sentence Frequency 
(TF-ISF) for sentence (Si) can be computed by the following 
equation:-  

             𝐴𝑣𝑔 𝑇𝐹_𝐼𝑆𝐹𝑠𝑖
1

||𝑆𝑖||
 ∑ (𝑇𝐹𝑡,𝑠𝑖 ∗ 𝐼𝑆𝐹𝑡  )       (3) 

||𝑠𝑖||
𝑡=1   

Where TF presents the number of occurrences of each term 
within the sentence and can be normalized by dividing it by 
size of sentence.  

𝑇𝐹𝑡,𝑠 =
𝑁𝑡,𝑠

||𝑆||
                           (4) 

Where Nt,s is the number of occurrences of term t in 
sentence S. ||S|| is the number of words in sentence S. ISF is 
used for terms that appear in the small number of sentences. 
This factor is useful because numbers of subjective terms are 
small compared with neutral (objective) ones.  

ISF =  log 
𝑆

𝑆𝑖

                             (5) 

 Where S is the number of all sentences in the corpus and Si 
is the number of sentences containing term i. 

The results of SVM are 77.7%, 75.01%, and 80.6% for F-
measure, Precision, and Recall respectively.  

VI. CONTEXTUAL POLARITY  

A. Contextual polarity influencers 

There are a lot of factors [3] that influence the prior polarity 
of term:-  

                                                           
2
 http://www.rdieg.com/  

http://mpqa.cs.pitt.edu/
http://www.rdieg.com/
http://www.rdieg.com/
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Negation: it is considered one of the most factors that 
influence the contextual polarities of subjective clues. Negation 
reverses the prior polarities of the subjective clues which may 
be local. For example, one of the Arabic negation tool may 
precede the subjective clue directly [" فرنسا لن توافق على ھذه
 or it may have ["France will not agree to this formula"] ["الصیغة
long distance dependency of the clue as [" یات بدون مساعدة الوال 
المتحدة عبر صندوق النقد الدولي فان الدولة لن تكون قادرة على تحقیق االستقرار 
 Without the help of the United"] [" االقتصادي واالجتماعي والسیاسي
States through the International Monetary Fund, the state will 
not be able to achieve economic and social stability and 
political"]. We consider the Arabic language negation tools 
namely  ["لم","لیس","لن","ما","لما","إن","ال","الت]  transliterated in 
English as ["lam", "lays","ln","maa","lamaa","en","laa","lat"]. 

Intensifiers: a word that has little meaning itself but 
provides force, intensity or emphasis to another word. 
Intensifier may be before or after the subjective clues. Arabic 
intensifiers examples are [" ","بالغة","بعمق","جدایل","قلیركث "] [" a 
lot”, “a little”, “very”, “deeply”, “too"]. We collected a set of 
intensifiers found in the used corpus and the others translated 
from Grammar of English Language [6].   

Presupposition items: the words shift the valence of 
evaluative terms through their presuppositions [10]. These 
words are collected during exploration of the contextual 
polarity annotations in our development data. Here we divide it 
into four categories:- 

General shifters: the shifters invert the polarity of 
subjective clue such as ["منع", "عدم" ,"وقف","ضد"]["prevention”, 
“not”, “stop”, “against”].  

Positive shifters:  the shifters change polarity always to 
positive such as ["نفي" ,"صد" ,"مكافحة","تخطي"] [“deny”, 
“bodice”, “combat”, “skip”].  

Negative shifters: these shifters  change polarity always to 
negative such as [" یحظر","یفتقر" ,"یحرم"," ینقص "] ["decrease”, 
“deprive”, “lack”, “prohibit”].  

Objective shifters: these shifters help to extract Named 
Entity (NE) from the text such as   [" "جماعة","صحیفة", "وكالة
 ,”Group”,” newspaper”, “agency”, “party"] [","حزب" ,"ولي العھد
“the Crown Prince”].  

The above contextual polarity influencers are extracted 
from our corpus and used in our classifiers as features as 
described below. In order to classify the contextual polarities of 
the subjective expressions, first we determine whether the clue 
instances are neutral or polar in their contexts. While neutral 
clues are words which have non-neutral prior polarities with 
neutral contextual polarities, polar clues are words which have 
non-neutral prior polarities with non-neutral contextual 
polarities. Second, all polar clues that result from the first-step 
are taken for more classification to determine whether the polar 
clue instance has positive contextual polarity or negative polar 
polarity.  

B. Baseline (prior polarity classifier) 

We created a simple prior polarity classifier (TABLE I) 
assuming that the contextual polarity of a clue instance equals 
to the clue’s prior polarity. We apply this classifier on all 

extracted subjective expression (18,678) from translated 
MPQA corpus. The classifier has accuracy of 48.45% and the 
following table describes the results of this classifier. 

TABLE I.  BASELINE CLASSIFIER RESULTS 

 
Positive 

expression 

Negative 

Expression 
all 

F 67.6 42.6 52.4 

P 76.6 35 48.45 

R 60.1 54.4 57.1 

C. Features of Neutral-polar classification  

The neutral-polar classifier is to recognize the neutral clues 
from the polar ones. The features set used in this classifier are:  

Word: it is the word which has non-neutral prior polarity 
subjective clue (SC).  

Semantic ID of SC: it is the feature presents the 
RDIArabSemanticDB word semantic field identification. This 
feature is designed to help in recognizing the meaning of SC 
decreasing the ambiguity of the word sense.   

POS of SC: it is the part of speech of the subjective clue. 
We used Stanford Log-Linear Part of Speech Tagger to extract 
POS.   

POS of previous word: it is the POS that presents POS tag 
of the SC previous word.   

POS of next word: it is the POS that presents POS tag of 
the SC next word.   

Prior polarity of SC: it is the prior polarity of the 
subjective clue from SentiRDI. This feature has a binary value 
of (0) if it is positive or (1) if it is negative.  

NER_SC: it is the binary feature to present if the subjective 
clue is a named entity.   

SC_before: it is the binary feature to present if the 
subjective clue is preceded by another one.   

SC_After: it is the binary feature to present if the 
subjective clue is followed by another one.  

Self_intensifier: it is the binary feature to present if 
subjective clue is one of intensifiers or not.  

Intensifier_before_after: it is the binary feature to present 
if there is intensifier before or after the subjective clue.  

Connector: it is the binary feature to present if there is 
connector ["و" , "أو" ] ["and”, “or"] between two subjective 
clues (in this case they have the same polarity ) .  

Shift_conn: it is the binary feature to present if there is a 
connector ["لكن" ,"بالرغم من" ] ["but"," in spite of"] between two 
subjective clues (in this case they have opposite  polarity ) .  

Obj_shifter:  it is the binary feature to present if there is 
one of objective shifters before a subjective clue.  

Self_obj_shifter: it is the binary feature to present if the 
subjective clue is one of objective shifters or not.  
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D. Features of Polarity classification  

This is the second-step classifier that takes all polar 
expressions are produced from the first-step neutral-polar 
classifier to determine whether the contextual polarity is 
positive or negative. The features set used in this classifier are  

Word:  it is the word which has non-neutral prior polarity 
subjective clue (SC).  

Semantic ID of SC: it presents the RDIArabSemanticDB 
semantic field identification which  helps in recognizing the 
meaning of the subjective clue decreasing the ambiguity of 
word sense.   

Prior polarity of SC: it is the prior polarity of subjective 
clue extracted from SentiRDI. This feature has a binary value 
that takes value (0) if it is positive or (1) if it is negative.  

Prior polarity of next word:  it presents the prior polarity 
of the SC next word.  

Prior polarity of previous word: it presents the prior 
polarity of the SC previous word  

Self_intensifier: it is the binary feature to present if the SC 
is one of intensifiers or not.  

Intensifier-before-after: it is the binary feature to present 
if there is an intensifier before or after the subjective clue.  

Connector: it is the binary feature to present if there is 
connector ["و" , "أو" ] ["and”, “or"] between two subjective 
clues (in this case they have similar polarities) .  

Shift_conn: it is the binary feature to present if there is a 
connector ["لكن" ,"بالرغم من" ] ["but"," in spite of"] between two 
subjective clues (in this case they have opposite  polarities) .  

Negation: it is the binary feature to present if the subjective 
clue is preceded by one of the negative tools. Here, we 
consider a 4–word window before the subjective clue to deal 
with longer-distance dependencies.  

General polarity shifter:  it is the binary feature to present 
if the subjective clue is preceded by one of the shifters; these 
shifters alter the polarity to its opposite.  

Negative polarity shifter: is the binary feature to present 
if the subjective clue is preceded by one of the shifters; these 
shifters alter the polarity to its negation.  

Positive polarity shifter:  it is the binary feature to present 
if the subjective clue is preceded by one of the shifters; these 
shifters change polarity to its affirmative. 

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF CONTEXTUAL POLARITY  

The objective of the experiments is to classify the 
contextual polarities of the expressions that contain instances 
of the subjectivity clues from SentiRDI. Support vector 
machine (SVM) is used for the classification task. In order to 
classify the contextual polarities of subjective expressions, first 
we determine whether clue instances are neutral or polar in 
context (the results of this classifier shown in Table II). 
Second, all the polar clues that result from the first-step are 
considered for more classification to determine whether the 

polar clue instance is positive or negative polar polarity (the 
results of this classifier shown in Table III). 

TABLE II.  STEP 1 SVM CLASSIFIER RESULTS  

 WT 

WT 

+ 

PP 

All WT 
WT+  

PP 
All 

 Polar Neutral 

F 78.4 87.6 91.5 72 81.8 84.3 

P 77 80 86.7 60.5 69.4 88.2 

R 80 96.8 96.8 89 99.8 80.7 

 Table II presents the results of neutral-polar classifier for 
the 15-feature classifier and two baseline classifiers. Table III 
presents the results of polarity classifier for the 13-feature 
classifier and two baseline classifiers.  The two baseline 
classifiers are the word token (WT) classifier and the word 
token with prior polarity (WT + PP) classifier.  

TABLE III.  STEP 2  SVM CLASSIFIER RESULTS 

 WT 

WT 

+ 

PP 

All WT 
WT+  

PP 
All 

 Positive Negative 

F 79.2 81.2 81.3 76.2 81 82.4 

P 75.7 80.7 80. 8 80.2 80.7 83.1 

R 83 81.8 81.9 72.6 81.4 81.6 

VIII. ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  

As shown above, contextual polarity recognition task 
(Table II polar results) enhances the classification of prior 
polarities of expressions in Table I. As well, the selected 
features surpasses both baseline classifiers (Table II and Table 
III). The final output of this research is that SentiRDI 
augmented with contextual polarities and the related phrases or 
examples; APPENDEX A shows some samples of our output.  

From our experiments, we found that the quality of the 
prior polarity and the contextual polarity depend on many pre-
required Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks. These 
tasks are very useful to acquire prior and contextual polarities 
of the subjective clues, unfortunately, they add as well, at the 
same time, incremental error ratios to our target mission. The 
pre-required NLP tasks are:- 

Normalization of writing Arabic: in Arabic language 
there are some letters have different forms.  For example, 
["Alif"] [“a”] has four forms ["ا","أ","إ","آ"], ["Yaa"] has two 
forms ["ى" , "ي" ] and ["Taa el marpouta” and el haa el 
marpouta "]  ["ة","ه" ].  

Arabic parser:  unfortunately, until now there exists no 
highly accurate public parser for Arabic language due to its 
high ineffectual nature, complexity, and variant sources of 
ambiguities (lexical, structural, and semantic).   

Named Entity Recognition:  we used only the named 
entities extracted by [8] so we were dramatically affected by its 
performance. 
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IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we study the seminal English two-step 
contextual polarity phrase-level recognition approach [3] to 
enhance word polarities within its contexts in Arabic language. 
Using this approach, we are able to automatically identify the 
contextual polarities for our Arabic large set of sentiment 
expressions, achieving results that are significantly better than 
baselines. Our main contribution is to acquire the sentiment 
Arabic lexical semantic database (SentiRDI) having the word 
prior polarities coupled with its contextual polarities and the 
related phrases (APPENDIX A).  

In the future, we are going to extend the database 
depending on further analysis of exiting opinion mining 
English corpora. We intend to build our own examples and 
sentences to enrich the classifier performance with Arabic 
polar and neutral examples.    
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APPENDIX A 

Word 
Prior 

polarity 

Context 

Polarity 
Phrase 

"الحرب "  "War" Negative Positive 

"الحرب ضد األرھاب " 

 "War against terrorism 
" 

"الحرب "  "War" Negative Negative 

"اإلنسانیةالحرب ضد  " 

 "War against humanity 
" 

"فاز  "  "Won" Positive Negative 
"ظلما  موجابى فاز " 

"Mugabe won unfairly " 

"السالم  "  

"Peace" 
Positive Negative 

"شلل عملیة السالم " 

"Paralysis of the peace 
process" 

"یوافق"    
"Agree" 

Positive Negative 

"لم یوافق سفراء " 

"Ambassadors did not 

agree " 

"االرتیاح "  

"comfortable" 
Positive Negative 

"یشعرون بعدم االرتیاح " 

"Feel uncomfortable " 

" االحتالل   " 

"occupation " 
Negative Positive 

"ضد االحتالل  ,  " انھاء االحتالل

"Against the occupation, 

end the occupation " 

" األمن   " 

"Security "   
Positive Objective 

"منظمة األمن والتعاون " 

" Organization for 

Security and 
Cooperation " 

" التعاون   " 
"Cooperation " 

Positive Objective 

 منظمة األمن والتعاون

" Organization for 
Security and 

Cooperation " 

 Pollution"  

 التلوث
Negative Positive 

"مكافحة التلوث " 

" Combating Pollution " 

" االصالح   " 
"Reform"  

Positive Objective 
"حزب االصالح اللیبرالي"  

" Liberal Reform Party" 

 hate"   Negative Objective"  "كره"
"اتحاد كره القدم " 

" Football Association " 

" االستقرار   " 
"stability"  

Positive Negative 

تزعزع االستقرار في العالم "

"اإلسالمي  

" Instability in the 

Muslim world " 

 


